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Overview 
The Michigan Department of Education (MDE) created Closing Achievement Gaps with 
Cultural Proficiency as a culmination of the three-year African American Young Men of 
Promise Initiative (AAYMPI). The professional learning activities use best practices and the 
experiences from years one and two of AAYMPI to build cultural proficiency with two 
actionable, effective, and research-based techniques: academic vocabulary and 
positive phone calls home. These components were used as the premise to bring 
awareness of cultural proficiency to Michigan educators. 

The materials contained in the lessons are from workshops, professional presentations, 
and training sessions and are designed for implementation into a single work session or 
over multiple sessions.  The intent of the lessons is to enhance educators’, policymakers’, 
and state education agencies’ (SEAs) knowledge of cultural proficiency as a means to 
eliminate achievement gaps as well as incorporate the professional learning into existing 
programs and initiatives.   

The lessons contained are fully adaptable and are arranged as discrete sections in order to 
provide natural breaking points. Altogether, the sessions should take about six hours, to 
complete.  However, the learning would also be effective across multiple sessions. It is 
encouraged that administrators, SEAs, or school staff members modify the learning to 
best serve the needs and time commitment of the staff, school community, or district. 

Terms 

Academic Vocabulary:  Vocabulary instruction designed to build rich and flexible word 
knowledge.  The Michigan state academic standards for English Language Arts define 
academic vocabulary as words that are “Tier 2”, found across many types of texts and 
highly generalizable. 

Cultural Proficiency: A framework that promotes and affirms a diversity of perspectives, 
recognizing that everyone belongs to multiple demographic and cultural backgrounds, 
including, but not limited to, race/ethnicity, religion, socio-economic status, and sexuality. 

Positive Phone Calls Home: An intervention whereby educators can foster student’s 
academic growth and personal self-esteem by creating relationships with 
parents/families/guardians to share student successes and efforts.  It should be noted 
that not all contact is expected via phone calls; other types of media engagement are 
encouraged. 
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Purpose and Background 
Closing Achievement Gaps 

An achievement gap is a “discrepancy in educational outcomes and access between 
various student groups in the United States, in particular, African-American, Native 
American, certain Asian-American, and Latino students on the low end of the performance 
scale, and their White and certain Asian-American counterparts at the higher end of the 
academic performance scale” (Howard, 2010). While the term achievement gap often 
refers to disparities in academic performance among various student groups, the primary 
focus of many studies remains on the existing disparities between African-American and 
White students. 

According to Howard (2010), closing achievement gaps could help reduce both economic 
inequality in the United States and the social consequences associated with African 
American male students’ underachievement, including poverty, unemployment, and 
incarceration. 

In 2012, the Michigan State Board of Education made a priority decision to focus on the 
elimination of the achievement gap between African American males and the highest 
performing academic group. In order to facilitate the process required to understand and 
make decisions about how to address the issue, an internal Core Planning Team was 
created. This group held weekly meetings, attended conferences, researched the work of 
multiple state education agencies, and formed subcommittees to work on this particular 
issue. Additionally, a Social Justice Framework was developed and used as a guide to 
identify and select specific strategies designed to increase achievement for 
underperforming African American males. 

The efforts of the internal Core Planning Team led to published newsletters on effective 
strategies, webinars, lunchtime presentations and discussions, a series of conversations 
with nationally recognized researchers on the topic, the initiation of a review of relevant 
policies and practices, and a summit with community-based agencies. Three major 
components were identified as a result of the efforts. The first was the development of a 
“Closer Series” where internal leadership team members were informed about the issues, 
participated in structured dialogue sessions, facilitated a departmentally focused 
operational equity analysis, and constructed intervention strategies. A second result of 
this work was a “pre-pilot” program for seven schools interested in implementing ideas 
that would bring rapid turnaround in the climate and culture of their schools as it related 
to the participation and engagement of African American male students. The third was the 
work of facilitating specific strategies that were identified by MDE as critical components 
of a foundation for increasing the achievement of underperforming students in Michigan. 

African American Young Men of Promise Initiative 

During the 2013-14 school year, 27 schools volunteered to participate in a three-year 
initiative to close the achievement gap for African American males. Known as the African 
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American Young Men of Promise Initiative (AAYMPI) the project required schools to 
implement research-based climate and culture strategies and intentional instruction 
practices, support data collection, participate in professional learning opportunities, and 
host student voice sessions. The MDE provided technical supports to these schools for the 
design, implementation, and monitoring of their strategies. Year two of the AAYMPI 
included 37 schools, 13 returning from year 1 of the initiative, and represented 17 
districts across Lower Michigan. A key focus for year two of the initiative was to build an 
awareness of cultural proficiency in educators, also dubbed “champions.” Specifically, 
AAYMPI champions engaged in professional learning for the essential elements (assess 
culture, value diversity, manage dynamics of difference, adapt to diversity, and 
institutionalize cultural knowledge) of cultural proficiency.  These essential elements 
provide the standards for individuals as they journey towards understanding and reflecting 
on personal attitudes, beliefs, and values, as well as organizational practices, policies, and 
structures. 

In years two and three of the initiative, champions implemented positive phone calls 
home and Academic Vocabulary instruction in their schools. These two strategies were 
chosen based on research done by MDE during the pre-pilot phase and due in part to ease 
of implementation by cohort one schools.  The initiative took a twofold approach to 
cultural proficiency by having champions implement a climate and culture strategy and an 
intentional instructional strategy. 

Nurturing Cultural Proficiency 

Cultural proficiency is a mindset shift that requires an awareness of worldviews that 
enable individuals and organizations to develop positive attitudes towards cultural 
differences. When school and district leaders approach achievement gaps through the lens 
of cultural proficiency, they delve into underlying causes that may be unique for each 
demographic or cultural group.  By understanding these underlying causes, school leaders 
can then determine which of their current practices contribute to these causes and how 
they can address and change those relationships. The goal of cultural proficiency is to 
develop effective communication strategies and skills for interactions across cultures to 
effectively support, promote, and embrace cultural differences that exist among students, 
educators, families, and the community being served. 

A Note to the Reader 

This professional learning will change you. It doesn’t matter whether you have been in 
education a few months or several decades, it provides a structure and information that 
will challenge how to think about, plan for, and work with adults whose work could impact 
children from a cultural proficiency perspective. The Logic Model (below) was the 
paradigm used to understand the relationship between the inputs that the Office of 
Education Improvement and Innovation (OEII) of the Michigan Department of Education 
(MDE) would support, the participation activities necessary, and the outcomes on teacher 
learning and teacher practice that could positively impact student achievement. It was 
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based on a theory of action that stated our beliefs. That is, we believe that when 
educational leaders are made aware of their implicit bias on the Cultural Proficiency 
Continuum, its impact on individual and group behavior, and given strategies of change, 
then they will create Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) that work collaboratively 
to improve educator learning and practices that can positively impact student 
achievement. 

African American Young Men of Promise Logic Model 

Theoretical Foundation: 

• Adult Learning Theory – Malcom Knowles
• Social Learning Theory – Albert Bandura
• K-20 Education Network (K – graduate school/employment technology support)
• Student Voice Theory – Michelle Fine and Mary Poplar 

Inputs
•Intentional Instruction
•Climate and Culture
•Social Networking
•College Ambition
Program

•Student Voice
•Financial Commitment
for 3 People, 10 Days
Each

Activities
•Monthly PLC Trainings
•Material Repository and
As-Needed Access

•High School Access to
Higher Ed Support
(tours, applications,
counseling)

•Pre- and Post-Surveys
Using Modern Racism
Theory

Educational Leaders
•Learning: Cultural
Proficiency

•Practice: Academic
Vocabulary and Positive
Phone Calls Home

•Student Outcomes:
Improved School
Engagement via
Increased Academic
Success and Pride in
Performance
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Guide Components 

The following materials are part of this module: 

 Closing the Achievement Gap with Cultural Proficiency: A Facilitator’s Guide to
Professional Learning

 Closing the Achievement Gap with Cultural Proficiency handouts
 Closing the Achievement Gap with Cultural Proficiency slide presentations for each

section

These materials may be used and adapted to fit the needs of a school’s or district’s unique 
context. To cite the content, please use the following statement: These materials have 
been adapted in whole or in part with permission from the Michigan Department of 
Education. 

This guide is available on the Michigan Department of Education’s AAYMPI 
webpage at: www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 

Work Session Goals 
The work sessions based on Closing Achievement Gaps with Cultural Proficiency have the 
following goals for participants: 

 Develop awareness and understanding of cultural proficiency and its relationship
with academic achievement;

 Learn strategies, including Academic Vocabulary and Positive Phone Calls Home, to
promote cultural proficiency at the classroom, school and district levels.

Intended Audiences 
District and school administrators, school and teacher leaders, and classroom teachers 
would all benefit from engaging in work sessions and content in these professional 
learnings. District and school administrators and leaders would learn how they can 
institutionalize cultural knowledge and support strategies to close achievement gaps. 
Teachers and teacher leaders would learn how individual cultural aspects intersect with 
curriculum and instruction by supporting the student assets in their classroom which 
would provide for access and equity in our schools. 

This Guide
The purpose of this book is to provide school teams with some of the structures and 
information we found to be most effective in our work with schools to eliminate the 
achievement gap. Each section presents one of the Elements of Cultural Proficiency, along 
with activities and critical questions for reflection and discussion. 

http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-6530_30334-297206--,00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-6530_30334-297206--,00.html
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We believe that this work is from the inside out and is rooted in the assets that each of us 
– staff and students, brings to the conversation and work of school improvement and
improved academic performance by students. We appreciate your joining us for the 
journey. 

Using this Facilitator’s Guide 
Materials 
The following materials are recommended for the work session and associated activities: 

 Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for School Leaders, 3rd edition; one copy per
participant (CP)

 Personal Journal for each participant
 A computer, projector, and screen for the slide presentations
 Poster paper
 Painter’s tape
 Multicolored beads
 Clear plastic cups
 Colored markers
 Creative props for skits
 Index cards
 Red, yellow, and green dot stickers
 Adequate reserved space and time
 Tables arranged to support small-group discussions
 Printed materials:

• Sample agenda
• Slide deck
• Handouts Session One

 Cultural Proficiency, (CP, 130-131; 277-279)
 Academic Vocabulary one page guide
 Positive Phone Calls Home one page guide
 Common Core State Standards Appendix A, 32-35
 Cultural Competence Self-Assessment, (CP, 295-296 or alternatively

provided via SurveyMonkey or Google Form)
 Planning template

• Handouts Session Two
 Assess Your Culture (CP, 127-128)
 Relative word Activity (3 x 5 notecards)
 Assumptions activity

• Handouts Session Three
 Value Diversity (CP, 128)
 Diversity in Your Life (CP, 170-171)
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 Positive Phone Call Home scenario(s) (note: this will need to be created
by facilitator)

• Handouts Session Four
 Managing the Dynamics of Difference (CP, 129)

• Handouts Session Five
 Adapt to Diversity (CP, 129-130)
 Vocabulary Words (6 words, each on a full sheet: Race, Tolerance,

Culture, Discrimination, Equity, Prejudice; One set for entire group)
• Handouts Session Six

 Institutionalize Cultural Knowledge (CP, 130-131)

Preparation for Work Session Activities 
Prior to the start of the work session, prepare the following: 

 Print off all of the handouts and the slide-deck.
 Create/load the Cultural Competence Self-Assessment into Google Forms or

SurveyMonkey
 Distribute the creative materials among the tables

Section Scripts and PowerPoint Links 
 Section 1: Overview
 Section 2: Assess Culture
 Section 3: Valuing Diversity
 Section 4: Managing the Dynamics of Difference
 Section 5: Adapting to Diversity
 Section 6: Institutionalizing Cultural Proficiency

Each section is designed to be facilitated within a 1 – 2 hour timeframe.  All sections are 
merely suggestions; modifications are encouraged in order to accommodate each unique 
participant group. 

Lessons Learned 
After a year of implementing four academic strategies and six climate and culture 
strategies the participating schools were asked what strategies they believed were having 
the greatest positive impact on student achievement. They overwhelmingly chose 
academic vocabulary and positive phone calls home. Additionally, they found the Student 
Voice component to be informative and the college access program to be particularly 
helpful in exposing students to colleges and the process of application. But they also 
recognized, via these data, that cultural proficiency was required as race, gender, and 
cultural proficiency became identified as issues of concern by students, staff, and the 
design/support team.  
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As a result of these discussions the focus of the second year shifted to working with staff 
to understand and apply a cultural proficiency lens in their schools and classrooms as they 
implemented academic vocabulary and positive phone calls home. The “inside-outside” 
change in the school educators –teachers and administrators, was significant. Teachers 
found that this training improved their ability to value diversity in significant ways. 
Administrators had significant change in managing the dynamics of difference and 
institutionalizing cultural knowledge. Progress was being made in both why and how 
educators worked with students and other adults to improve the academic outcomes of 
African American young men. 

In many ways the lives of those participating in the AAYMPI have been effected. Their 
beliefs, expectations, and aspirations for the young men and for themselves have shifted. 
They expect more, better, and differently than they did prior to the training. They now 
know that they can make a substantive difference in their own lives as well as in the lives 
of others. This is how the achievement gap will be eliminated and it is a good thing. 

Contributors 
 Linda Forward, Director, OEII 
 Bill Witt, Supervisor, School Improvement (SI) Unit 
 Gregg Dionne, Supervisor, Curriculum and Instruction (C&I) Unit 
 Brandy Archer, Consultant, C&I Unit 
 Bea Barajas-Mills, Analyst, SI Unit 
 Beverly Brown, Consultant, Career Technical Education Unit 
 Jill Griffin, Consultant, C&I Unit 
 Theresa Saunders, Consultant, SI Unit 
 Bersheril Bailey, Great Lakes Comprehensive Center 
 Tara Zuber, Great Lakes Comprehensive Center 

The Office of Education Improvement and Innovation Unit members at the Michigan 
Department of Education, extend their sincere appreciation to the Great Lakes 
Comprehensive Center for their extensive and ongoing support throughout the process of 
developing this Facilitator’s Guide. 
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Valuing Diversity
Claim Your Differences



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Officially welcome the participants.  Introduce yourself and any fellow facilitators.  Share that today’s work will focus on “Valuing Diversity: Name the Differences,” the second essential element of Cultural Proficiency.   Note to facilitator(s):  this presentation will provide examples to address the essential element of “Valuing Diversity” through the implementation of academic vocabulary instruction and positive phone calls home.







Outcomes
 Participants will…


 Understand what is meant by Valuing Diversity as an 
essential element of cultural proficiency.


 Engage in an Academic Vocabulary activity through the lens 
of cultural proficiency by Valuing Diversity.


 Engage in an activity about assumptions to support 
Valuing Diversity when making Positive Phone Calls 
Home.


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 2



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Share the three outcomes that participants will know and be able to do by the end of the session.  This may be modified if additional activities are included.







Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for 
School Leaders
Book Study:  Read pages 128 (Value 
Diversity).
Reflection:
• Create/write a 30 second elevator 


speech about what is meant by 
assess culture.


• Deliver your speech to a colleague 
not seated near you.


Discuss:
• What differences and/or similarities 


were there in your speeches? 


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 3



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Book Study – Have participants take about 2 minutes to read the second essential element – Valuing Diversity on page 128.  Next have participants reflect of their reading by creating/writing a 30 second elevator speech about what is meant by Valuing Diversity.  Have participants share/deliver their speeches to colleagues that they’re not seated next near as this provides movement to the learning environment.  Finally, bring the group back together and share how similar or different their speeches were.    







Diversity in Your Life Activity
Complete “Diversity in Your Life 
Activity” on pages 170-171 of the 
Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for 
School Leaders.
Reflection Questions:
1. What does this information say 


about you and the community you 
surround yourself with?


2. Do you want your cup to look 
different?  If so, what steps will you 
take?


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 4



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Explain that participants will engage in an activity that demonstrates the nature of diversity in their lives.  Lead the participants through the activity for Diversity in Your Life on pages 170-171 in the CP Manual.  This will allow a reflective perspective so participants can visually see the diversity in their own lives as they journey towards being more culturally proficient.A facilitated debrief of the activity using the questions provided on page 171 should take place before moving on.Materials will be needed for this activity include:  multicolored beads, clear plastic cups







Valuing Diversity:
Academic Vocabulary Activity


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 5







Valuing Diversity through 
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Song Activity Directions:
As a team:
1. Use the word bank shown (or 


variations of these words) to 
create a one-minute song, poem, 
chant, etc.


2. Be prepared to share your song 
as a team.


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 6


Word Bank:
Diversity
Exist
Imprint
Educate
Collaborate
Create
Dominate
Original



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Through this academic vocabulary instruction example, participants will complete the activity as a team.  Participants will use the words (or a modified word list) from the bank shown to create a one-minute song, poem, chant, etc.  Allow approximately 10-15 minutes for teams to interact with one another and create their final product.  Have teams share their finial product with the whole group.  Note:  facilitator may wish to video record the sharing and post for follow up viewing. Note:  rather than creating a song, you may offer a cloze reading activity using the lyrics of a song.  Variations of the activity might be to omit some of the academic vocabulary (tier 2 words) and place those words into a word bank for participants to choose from in order to complete the song. 







Valuing Diversity through 
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Reflection:
• What was challenging about this activity?
• What did you enjoy about this activity?
• What did you learn about your teammate(s)?
• How did the activity cause you to value the 


diversity in your team?


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 7



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Debrief with the group about this process.  Have participants consider the questions on slide 7.  Focus on the ways individuals had to value the diversity of their team.  To extend discussion, have participants share how they might modify the activity for students in classrooms (i.e., grade level, reading level, subject area, etc.) 







Valuing Diversity:
Positive Phone Calls Home







Valuing Diversity through Positive Phone 
Calls Home
Practice Role Playing a Positive Phone Call Home
1. Choose a student that you work with.
2. Consider a positive behavior or attribute of that


student.
3. Take turns with a partner practicing your


conversation with the parent.


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 9


Return to Guide



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Explain that participants can reflect their value for diversity through communication with colleagues, students, and families.  Practice role playing scenarios can increase communication effectiveness.  Note:  scenarios may need to be created and/or modified for this activity.





		Valuing Diversity

		Outcomes

		Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for School Leaders

		Diversity in Your Life Activity

		Valuing Diversity:�Academic Vocabulary Activity

		Valuing Diversity through �Academic Vocabulary Instruction

		Valuing Diversity through �Academic Vocabulary Instruction

		Valuing Diversity:�Positive Phone Calls Home

		Valuing Diversity through Positive Phone Calls Home










Adapt to Diversity
Change to Make a Difference



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Officially welcome the participants.  Introduce yourself and any fellow facilitators.  Share that today’s work will focus on “Adapt to Diversity: Change to Make a Difference,” the fourth essential element of Cultural Proficiency.   Note to facilitator(s):  this presentation will provide examples to address the essential element of “Adapt to Diversity” through the implementation of academic vocabulary instruction and positive phone calls home.







Outcomes
 Participants will…


 Understand what is meant by Adapt to Diversity as an 
essential element of cultural proficiency.


 Engage in an Academic Vocabulary activity through the lens 
of cultural proficiency by Adapt to Diversity .


 Engage in an activity about assumptions to support Adapt 
to Diversity when making Positive Phone Calls Home.


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 2



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Share the three outcomes that participants will know and be able to do by the end of the session.  This may be modified if additional activities are included.







Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for 
School Leaders
Book Study:  Read pages 129-130 
(Adapt to Diversity).
Reflection:
• Create/write a 30 second elevator 


speech about what is meant by 
assess culture.


• Deliver your speech to a colleague 
not seated near you.


Discuss:
• What differences and/or similarities 


were there in your speeches? 


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 3



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Book Study – Have participants take about 2 minutes to read the fourth essential element – Adapt to Diversity on pages 129-130.  Next have participants reflect of their reading by creating/writing a 30 second elevator speech about what is meant by Adapt to Diversity.  Have participants share/deliver their speeches to colleagues that they’re not seated next near as this provides movement to the learning environment.  Finally, bring the group back together and share how similar or different their speeches were.    







Understanding the Essential 
Elements Activity
Directions:
Complete the activity “Understanding the 
Essential Elements” on page 287-290 in 
Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for School 
Leaders.  Focus on the first four essential 
elements: Assessing Culture, Valuing 
Diversity, Managing the Dynamics of 
Difference, and Adapting to Diversity.
Reflection Questions:
1. What was easy or difficult about 


describing how the elements might look 
in  your school or classroom?


2. How will you use these lists? 


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 4



Presenter

Presentation Notes

As a review of the first three essential elements, this activity from the Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for School Leaders book (pages 287-290) will provide a reflection of the learnings to this point.  In addition, 







Adapt to Diversity
 Individually consider and 


then discuss the 
following:
 In your 


classroom/building/personal 
experiences, what actions, 
words, attitudes, or 
behaviors might convey an 
US, We, They mentality?


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 5


All good people agree,


All good people say,


All nice people like Us,


Are We,


And everyone else is 
They.
-Rudyard Kippling



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Use the Kipling poem to introduce the idea of diversity in the classroom/school/personal experiences.  Ask participants to reflect on how this poem may relate to diversity that may surface among interactions with others.  Some participants may not immediately see the connection and will need to be reminded that diversity goes beyond race and skin color.  Discuss:In your classroom/building/personal experiences, what actions, words, attitudes, or behaviors might convey an US, We, They mentality?What impacts do these actions, words, attitudes, or behaviors have on the educational community?







Adapt to Diversity:
Academic Vocabulary Activity


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 6







Adapt to Diversity through
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Academic Vocabulary Dot Activity
 Individually place one dot per vocabulary word 


shown to demonstrate how well you know the 
meaning of the word.


 This activity will provide a visual snapshot of what 
participants already know and what they still need 
to learn.


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 7



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Through this vocabulary instruction activity, participants will engage in meaningful communication that may have them adapt or change their personal actions, words, attitudes, or behaviors.  In addition, participants will experience a vocabulary instruction strategy to use in their classrooms.  Review the directions for the activity that are shown on slide 7. The words that are listed on slide 8 should be printed on large paper and posted throughout the room so that there is sufficient space for participants to move.







Adapt to Diversity through 
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Directions:
Next to each vocabulary word, place a 
dot to indicate your level of 
understanding.
• Green Dot: I know the word really 


well.  I could teach it to someone else
• Yellow Dot: I recognize the word 


and have a limited understanding of 
the meaning


• Red Dot: I don’t know the word or 
the meaning of the word.


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 8


Vocabulary Words:
Race
Tolerance
Culture
Discrimination
Equity
Prejudice



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Print each of the vocabulary words (Race, Tolerance, Culture, Discrimination, Equity, and Prejudice) on separate sheets of paper.  More word choices and definitions are available on page 166 of the CP Manual.  Post the words around the room.  Provide participants with a set of green, yellow, and red dot stickers.  Provide time for individuals to place their dots according to the key provided on the slide.







Adapt to Diversity through
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Academic Vocabulary Dot Activity
 Directions:


1. For the word with the most green dots, discuss your 
definition with a team of 2-3 people.


2. As a team, create one definition for the word.


3. Be prepared to share your definition


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 9



Presenter

Presentation Notes

As the facilitator the goal of this activity is to have participants understand that they may need to change or give up something in order to have agreement.  This activity allows there to be some discomfort for individuals as they try to articulate their meaning of the word that has the most amount of green dots.  Use the directions below to engage participants in an academic vocabulary activity that has participants reflect on the first three essential elements of cultural proficiency.As facilitator, determine the vocabulary word that has the most green dots.  Have groups of 3-4 participants engage in a discussion of each person’s individual meaning of the word.  Each group member is allowed to share their definition of the word without interruption by other group members.  After 5-7 minutes, ask each group to create one (1) group definition for the word.  Share each group’s definition to the whole.Reveal the definitions on slide 10 after all groups have shared their newly created definitions. 







Adapt to Diversity through
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Vocabulary Word Definitions
Race - genetically transmitted physical characteristics of a group 
of people
Tolerance – begrudging acceptance of differences with which 
one disagrees or is unfamiliar; the first in a progression of steps 
that may lead to cultural proficiency
Culture – learned system of knowledge, behavior, attitudes, 
beliefs, values, and norms, that is shared by a group of people
Discrimination – unfair or inappropriate treatment of people 
based on their group membership
Equity – the outcome of practices that result in the same 
outcomes for members of a group
Prejudice – prejudging someone before you know all the facts 
or background of that person


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 10



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Provide the definitions for each of the words and give participants time to review these.  Invite participants discuss their reactions with a neighbor.







Adapt to Diversity through
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Discussion:
 How similar or different are the definitions from 


those created by the groups?
 How did this activity confirm, strengthen, or change 


your knowledge of these vocabulary words?
 How did the activity help you to adapt to diversity?
 How might you use the dot vocabulary activity in 


your classroom?


www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 11



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Use these questions as a discussion starter for the whole group.Discussion/Reflection:How similar or different are the definitions from those created by the groups?How did this activity confirm, strengthen, or change your knowledge of these vocabulary words?How did the activity help you to adapt to diversity?How might you use the dot vocabulary activity in your classroom?







Adapt to Diversity:
Positive Phone Calls Home







Adapting to Diversity through Positive 
Phone Calls Home
Imagine you are preparing to communicate with a student, their 
family member, a principal, a new staff member, etc.…
 What perceptions do you have about the person?  How does 


this perception change when making contact to the home?
 What do you think the family member values about their 


child’s education?
 How do you think the family member will feel when receiving 


your phone call?
 How does your classroom/school adapt to the needs of new 


students/families or staff?
 How do you adapt your instructional and interpersonal style to 


interact with others in your classroom/school in order to make 
a difference?
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Explain that participants can reflect on their personal and professional ability (as well as the school’s) to adapt to diversity through communication with colleagues, students, and families.  Practice with role play can increase communication effectiveness.  Use the directions provided to engage participants in role play of family communication.Use the questions to have reflective conversations about current and proposed practices in the school community.







Adapting to Diversity through Positive 
Phone Calls Home
With those considerations in mind, practice making one or 
more of the following calls (or responding to an email) with 
a partner.
 Positive example – share a concrete example of student


behavior/attitude
 Relationship building – demonstrate that the family


member/staff member opinion matters
 Solicit parent support – provide an opportunity for the


family member to share in the education goals
 Share school information – inform the family member


about an event or opportunity at  the school
www.tinyurl.com/aaympi 14
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Use these (or similar) examples to use as practice for role play when engaging in communication with parents/families.  This can also be extended to include members of the staff (i.e., new teachers, paraprofessionals, custodial staff, etc.) to practice releasing behaviors that are no longer productive or necessary. 
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Assess Culture 
Claim Your Differences



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Officially welcome the participants.  Introduce yourself and any fellow facilitators.  Share that today’s work will focus on “Assess Culture: Claim Your Differences,” the first essential element of Cultural Proficiency.  Note to facilitator(s):  this presentation will provide examples to address the essential element of “Assess Culture” through the implementation of academic vocabulary instruction and positive phone calls home.







Outcomes
 Participants will…


 Understand what is meant by Assess Culture as an 
essential element of cultural proficiency.


 Engage in an Academic Vocabulary activity through the lens 
of cultural proficiency by Assessing Culture.


 Engage in an activity about assumptions to support 
Assessing Culture when making Positive Phone Calls 
Home.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Share the three outcomes that participants will know and be able to do by the end of the session.  This may be modified if additional activities are included.







Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for 
School Leaders
Book Study:  Read pages 127 – 128 
(Assess Your Culture).
• Reflection:
• Create/write a 30 second elevator 


speech about what is meant by 
assess culture.


• Deliver your speech to a colleague 
not seated near you.


• Discuss:
• What differences and/or similarities 


were there in your speeches? 
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Presentation Notes

Book Study – Have participants take about 2 minutes to read the first essential element - Assess Your Culture on pages 127-128.  Next have participants reflect of their reading by creating/writing a 30 second elevator speech about what is meant by Assess Your Culture.  Have participants share/deliver their speeches to colleagues that they’re not seated next near as this provides movement to the learning environment.  Finally, bring the group back together and share how similar or different their speeches were.    







Assess Culture:
Academic Vocabulary Activity
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Assessing Culture through 
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Relative Activity Directions:
1. On a 3x5 card, write the word 


relative.
2. On the reverse side of the card, 


write what relative means to 
YOU. This may be an image, a 
color, a person, place or thing, or 
even a fragrance.


3. Illustrate your definition with a 
picture.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Explain to participants that they will engage in an activity that demonstrates how students and teachers can “assess culture” through instructional practice.  Using the activity instructions on the slide, have participants complete the activity.Discuss:How does the activity allow teachers/educators to recognize how their culture affects others?How does this activity allow educators to assess culture?Why do educators need to be able to assess their own as well as others cultures?  What benefits does this have to teaching and learning?This is an opportunity to discuss the importance of attending to students’ varying perspectives, backgrounds, beliefs, and experiences when engaging in learning.  *For an additional academic vocabulary assessing culture activity see the “Word Color Activity” in the Resources Section. 







Assessing Culture through 
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Relative Activity Directions:
• Dialogue with an elbow partner (or 


someone close to you) about YOUR 
meaning of the word relative.


• Reflection:
• What did you learn about the 


word relative?
• What did you learn about those 


with whom you shared 
definitions?
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Have participants share their definitions.  Allow enough time for participants to learn about the cultures, perspectives, values, etc. of others.Reflection:What did you learn about the word relative?What did you learn about those with whom you shared definitions?







Assess Culture:
Positive Phone Calls Home







Data Shows
 54% of school staff believed that: Parents don’t 


have the training or background to take part in 
making the school policies.


 48% of school staff held the belief that: Educators 
and parents don’t have complimentary expertise 
with respect to the education of children.


 41% of school staff didn’t think that parents felt 
welcome in their school.


Data is from Michigan’s Safe and Supportive Schools Pilot – Parent Engagement, 
Parent Action for Healthy Kids.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Facilitators need to explain that making positive phone calls home is about relationship building as well as communicating with families.  Parents and families hold assumptions about the values and beliefs of teachers, principals, and schools just as educators hold assumptions about parents and families.   Discuss:Why do we need to assess our culture when communicating or building relationships with parents and families?What implicit practices does your school culture convey to parents and families about their value in the school community? *The data referenced comes from Safe and Supportive Schools and can be found in the Resources Section, 







Assumptions Activity
1. Individually write down the assumptions you have about 


the families of your students.
2. With a partner, share your assumptions.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 to identify the assumptions 


families have about the educators in your school.
4. How do these assumptions impact communication 


between families and school?
Discuss:
 Based on this thinking, how can you use the essential 


element assess culture (of yourself and the culture of 
others) to implement clear and effective communication 
practices?
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Have participants engage in the assumptions activity.  Allow approximately 10 minutes for participants to share their assumptions and experiences with parents and families. Discuss:Based on this thinking, how can you use the essential element assess culture (of yourself and the culture of others) to implement clear and effective communication practices?







Positive Phone Call Sample Scripts
Introduction
 Generic salutations are best when contacting a student’s


home.
 Ex: “Hi, this is Carol Green, I’m _____ fourth grade 


teacher from _____________ School. Is this ______’s 
home? Who am I speaking with, please?”


Positive Comments
 Share a concrete example with the parent showing the


student’s success.
 Ex: “William did a wonderful job in class today when he


chose to show self-control during an incident with
another student, and when he completed his written
assignment independently.”
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

This slide shares two examples of scripts that educators might use when engaging in positive phone calls.  Facilitators might choose to have participants practice with role play scenarios which can increase communication effectiveness.  Use the directions provided to engage participants in role play of family communication.
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Managing the 
Dynamics of Difference


Frame the Conflicts Caused By Differences



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Officially welcome the participants.  Introduce yourself and any fellow facilitators.  Share that today’s work will focus on “Managing the Dynamics of Difference: Frame the Conflict Caused by Differences,” the third essential element of Cultural Proficiency.   Note to facilitator(s):  this presentation will provide examples to address the essential element of “Managing the Dynamics of Difference” through the implementation of academic vocabulary instruction and positive phone calls home.







Outcomes
 Participants will…


 Understand what is meant by Managing the Dynamics of 
Difference as an essential element of cultural proficiency.


 Engage in an Academic Vocabulary activity through the lens 
of cultural proficiency by Managing the Dynamics of 
Difference.


 Engage in an activity about assumptions to support 
Managing the Dynamics of Difference when making Positive 
Phone Calls Home.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Share the three outcomes that participants will know and be able to do by the end of the session.  This may be modified if additional activities are included.







Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for 
School Leaders
Book Study:  Read pages 129 
(Managing the Dynamics of Difference).
Reflection:
• Create/write a 30 second elevator 


speech about what is meant by 
assess culture.


• Deliver your speech to a colleague 
not seated near you.


Discuss:
• What differences and/or similarities 


were there in your speeches? 
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Book Study – Have participants take about 2 minutes to read the third essential element – Managing the Dynamics of Difference on page 128.  Next have participants reflect of their reading by creating/writing a 30 second elevator speech about what is meant by Managing the Dynamics of Difference.  Have participants share/deliver their speeches to colleagues that they’re not seated next near as this provides movement to the learning environment.  Finally, bring the group back together and share how similar or different their speeches were.    







My Work Values Activity
Complete “My Work Values Activity” 
on pages 264-265 of the Cultural 
Proficiency: A Manual for School 
Leaders book.
Reflection Questions:
1. What are some of the values and 


stories that were shared?
2. Although these values appear 


positive, how may they cause 
conflict in a work setting?
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Using the Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for School Leaders book engage participants in the “My Work Values” activity on pages 264-265.  This activity will help to identify individual values that may have a tendency to affect the workplace.  In addition, the activity should increase awareness of how apparent positive values may cause conflict among colleagues.







Managing the Dynamics of Difference
Scenario, Part 1
In math class, James often refused to participate in 
classroom discussions or complete math assignments. 
One day, the math teacher asked James to come to 
the front of the class to complete a math problem on 
the whiteboard. James refused. When the teacher 
asked him again, James swore at the teacher and 
walked out of the classroom. The school security 
officer saw James walk out of class and escorted him 
to the assistant principal’s office where ten other 
students were waiting to see the assistant principal 
for similar behavior.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Use the scenario on slide 5 to introduce a situation in which our personal values may conflict with the values of others.  Slide 5 introduces the first part of James’ story for participants to think and consider their responses.  Lead the group through a reflective process through the slides 6 – 8.







Managing the Dynamics of Difference
Take these steps using the given scenario.


How did these considerations influence your thinking?


Consider the 
information 
and 
experiences


Add your 
own meaning


Develop 
beliefs based 
on the 
assumptions 
you made


Do/change 
something 
based on 
those beliefs
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

These are the steps to consider when faced with a scenario in which we don’t necessarily have all the known facts.  In order to short circuit one’s thought processes to consider how misalignment of values and beliefs has an impact on the way in which we respond, these steps can help to reframe the thought processes that influence our thinking.







Managing the Dynamics of Difference
Scenario, Part 2
James’ girlfriend became pregnant when they were both eighth 
graders. Her parents were going to force her to give the baby up 
for adoption, but James and his grandmother decided to keep the 
baby.
The newborn came to live with James, his grandmother, and his 
four younger siblings. James missed a lot of school during his 
eighth grade year and failed most of his classes so he was 
retained. After completing his second year of eighth grade, 
James entered high school as a 16-year-old freshman.
The second week of the first semester of ninth grade, James’ 
grandmother was hospitalized, so James had to stay home from 
school to care for his child and siblings. Once his grandmother 
returned home, James’ grandmother and extended family 
provided day care for the baby so James could return to school 
at the beginning of the second marking period of first semester.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Have participants continue with the scenario part 2.  Emphasis by facilitators needs to be brought back to slide 6, the steps to consider that may influence our thinking.   







Managing the Dynamics of Difference


Consider the 
information 
and 
experiences


Add your 
own meaning


Develop 
beliefs based 
on the 
assumptions 
you made


Do/change 
something 
based on 
those beliefs
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Take these steps using the given scenario.


How did these considerations influence your thinking?



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Now that participants have read through James’ entire story and gone through the steps to change thinking based on personal beliefs, discuss the following:Discuss:Did you use the steps shown when thinking about James’ story?  How did these steps help you to rethink your response to James?How might these steps help when trying to manage the dynamics of difference in the workplace or our personal lives?







Managing the Dynamics of 
Difference:
Academic Vocabulary Activity
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Managing the Dynamics of Difference through 
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Argument Activity
 Choose a current, controversial topic and illustrate 


this to participants through a photo, video, or news 
article.


 Provide a bank of Tier 2 vocabulary words such as: 
consider, suggest, evidence, insist, observe, 
precedent, contend, encounter.


 Follow the protocol on the following slides.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Through this instructional activity, participants will experience the essential element, managing the dynamics of difference through academic vocabulary.  Facilitators review slides 10 – 12 so that appropriate materials are available.Note:  facilitator will need to obtain a current, controversial topic in the form of a phot, video, or news article as part of the presentation/learning activity.







Managing the Dynamics of Difference through 
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Protocol Part A:
1. Reflect on the illustrated situation.
2. Decide what the 2 dominant sides of the issue are.
3. With a partner, determine which side of the issue 


each person will represent.
4. Individually formulate an argument to support 


your side of the issue using as many words from 
the Tier 2 word bank as possible.


5. When each person is ready, take turn sharing your 
argument. 
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

These four slides are the protocol for the academic vocabulary activity through the lens of managing the dynamics of difference.  This activity could take anywhere from 15-30 minutes if the entire process is followed.  







Managing the Dynamics of Difference through 
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Protocol Part B:
1. Line up in two rows facing each other– like sides of the 


issues should stand together.
2. Meet up with the person across from you and tell them 


the most important reason for your position.
3. In a group, caucus with your like roles and share what 


was said. As a group, determine a common rebuttal.
4. Again, line up in two rows facing each other (with your 


opposite role across from you) and recite the agreed 
upon rebuttal. Be sure to include the tier 2 words in 
your conversations.
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Managing the Dynamics of Difference through 
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Protocol Part C:
1. Independently, write a 3-5 sentence paragraph 


stating your position/argument for or against the 
issue.  Remember to include the Tier 2 words in 
your writing.


2. Be prepared to share.
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Managing the Dynamics of Difference through 
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Protocol Sharing/Reflection:
 What was your argument?
 How did attending to the list of tier 2 words affect your 


conversations and your writing?
 How might this activity help adults and/or students 


manage the dynamics of difference?
 Did you consider the steps that we used earlier to 


monitor your thinking?
 How do you consider the complexities of conflict with 


people who do not share your history, language, 
lifestyle, or worldview?


 What insights or wonderings might you have?
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

After the activity has been completed, engage participants in a reflective discussion using the questions on slide 14.  Facilitator should also consider revisiting the steps listed on slides 6 and 8 to ground discussion in a need to examine our personal values, beliefs, and attitudes before jumping to conclusions or making assumptions about others.







Managing the Dynamics of 
Difference:
Positive Phone Calls Home







Managing the Dynamics of Difference 
through Positive Phone Calls Home
 Consider a difficult communication that you have


experienced with a student or student’s family member.
 Reflect on the beliefs and assumptions that you brought


to the conversation.
 Reflect on the beliefs and assumptions that you think the


other person may have brought to the conversation.
 If given the opportunity to repeat the experience, what


might you have done differently?
 Reflect in writing, or share your thoughts with a


neighbor.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Being intentional in one’s thoughts and behaviors is critical prior to engaging in a phone or email conversation with parents and families as well as students and colleagues.   Explain to participants that they can manage the dynamics of difference through communication with colleagues, students, and families by understanding how our own personal values, beliefs, and assumptions may be different from those with which we interact.   Use the directions provided to engage participants in role play of family communication.
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Overview of Cultural Proficiency, 
Academic Vocabulary, and Positive 


Phone Calls Home
Strategies to Close the Achievement Gap



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Welcome the participants.  Introduce yourself (and fellow facilitators).  Share that today’s work will focus on an overview of Cultural Proficiency, Academic Vocabulary, and Positive Phone Calls Home as strategies to close the achievement gap.







Outcomes
 Participants will understand the three (3) central 


components of an approach to close the 
achievement gap for marginalized populations.
1. Cultural Proficiency


2. Academic Vocabulary Instruction


3. Positive Phone Calls Home
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

This presentation will provide an understanding of the three central components of an approach used by the Michigan Department of Education to close the achievement gap for marginalized populations.  These components include Cultural Proficiency, Academic Vocabulary Instruction, and Positive Phone Calls Home.







Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for 
School Leaders
Read pages 3 and 4 (Cultural 
Proficiency: An inside-out approach 
to difference through Culturally 
Proficient Leadership).
Discuss:
• What is new learning for you?
• What questions do you have about 


cultural proficiency?
• How might cultural proficiency 


impact your work?
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Presentation Notes

Begin by having participants read pages 3 and 4 (Cultural Proficiency:  An Inside-Out Approach through Cultural Proficient Leadership).  Provide approximately 3-5 minutes to complete reading and an additional 5-7 minutes to share thoughts from discussion questions.In small groups, have participants discuss:What is new learning for you?What questions do you have about cultural proficiency?How might cultural proficiency impact your work?Have participants share out their new learning.







Cultural Proficiency: A 
Manual for School Leaders


Jigsaw Activity
In groups of 4 people, read the following:
• Person 1 reads The Four Tools and The 


Barriers.
• Person 2 reads The Four Tools and The 


Guiding Principles.
• Person 3 reads The Four Tools and The 


Continuum.
• Person 4 reads The Four Tools and The 


Essential Elements.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Using a jigsaw activity structure, have groups of 4 read the sections listed in the test:The Four ToolsThe BarriersThe Guiding PrinciplesThe ContinuumThe Essential Elements







Cultural Proficiency: A 
Manual for School Leaders


Jigsaw Activity


Once the reading is complete, each person 
share a 2 minute summary of the section they 
read.


Personal Reflection Journal Entry #1:


• Synthesize your learning from the readings 
and reflect on how cultural proficiency will 
affect your personal and organizational 
interactions with others from differing 
backgrounds.
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Presentation Notes

Continuing with the jigsaw activity, have each person in the group of 4 share a 2 minute summary of the sections they read.  Allow time for participants to discuss the sectionsEngage participants in a personal reflection journal entry #1:Synthesize your learning from the readings and reflect on how cultural proficiency will affect your personal and organizational interactions with others from differing backgrounds. 







Cultural Proficiency Continuum 
Activity
Refer to the directions on pages 275 
– 280 to engage participants in the 
Cultural Proficiency Continuum 
Activity.
A debrief of the activity using the 
questions (or slightly modified 
versions) should take place before 
moving on.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Facilitate the activity on page 275-280 of the CP manual.  This understanding and engagement with the Cultural Proficiency Continuum will allow participants to see both where they, and the school as a whole, stands on their journey towards becoming more cultural proficient.Note:  Modifications to the PowerPoint may need to include examples of statements or interactions that align to points along the continuum to help participants generate individual comments (see pages 275-280 for examples).A facilitated debrief of the activity using the questions provided on page 276 should take place before moving on.







Turn – n – Talk Activity
 Take 4 minutes (2 minutes for each person), turn to 


a colleague and talk about…


What does Cultural 
Proficiency mean to you?
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Presentation Notes

Turn-n-talk activity.  Have participants turn to a colleague and share what cultural proficiency means to them.  This should take about 4 minutes, giving each person about 2 minutes to share.







Positive Phone Calls Home
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Data Shows
 54% of school staff believed that: Parents don’t 


have the training or background to take part in 
making the school policies.


 48% of school staff held the belief that: Educators 
and parents don’t have complimentary expertise 
with respect to the education of children.


 41% of school staff didn’t think that parents felt 
welcome in their school.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

This data shows the importance of connecting with parents and families of our students.  In particular, the data on this slide is from a report titled Michigan’s Safe and Supportive Schools Pilot-Parent Engagement, Parent Action for Healthy Kids (2013).  This data illustrates the perceptions of Michigan educators and those they serve; indicating a need to address and change school and classroom culture.  Discuss:  What are you experiences with parents and families of students in your building?







Positive Phone Calls Home


Review the Positive Phone Calls 
Home Guide.
• How might cultural proficiency be 


seen as a benefit when engaging 
in positive phone calls home to 
parents/families?


• What might be some potential 
barriers to making positive phone 
calls home?
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

The Positive Phone Calls Home one page guide explains the purpose of including this practice to close achievement gaps.  Have participants read the purpose and process for the strategy.  Use the questions to lead a discussion that connects the practice to the current school situation.Discuss:  How might cultural proficiency be seen as a benefit when engaging in positive phone calls home to parents/families?What might be some potential barriers to making positive phone calls home?







Positive Phone Calls Home –
Data Collection


These tools are available for educators to 
log and track Positive Phone Calls Home.
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Presentation Notes

An important step in implementing an initiative is collecting and reviewing data to evaluate its effectiveness.   Included are tools to collect and track the data.  In particular, these tools were created using Google forms/spreadsheets which allows for data to be generated in ways that are easy to review and discuss.   These tools can be modified to reflect the needs of teachers, a school, or district.  These tools were created using Google Forms and can be modified very easily for easy use and collection/generation of data for future decision making.







Academic Vocabulary Instruction
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Academic Vocabulary
Instruction
Review the Academic Vocabulary 
Guide.
• How might cultural proficiency be 


seen as a benefit when 
intentionally instructing academic 
vocabulary?


• What might be some potential 
barriers to instructing academic 
vocabulary?
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

The Academic Vocabulary one page guide explains the purpose of including this practice to close achievement gaps.  Have participants read the purpose and process for the strategy. Use the questions to lead a discussion that connects the practice to the current school situation.Discuss:  How might cultural proficiency be seen as a benefit when intentionally instructing academic vocabulary?What might be some potential barriers to instructing academic vocabulary?







Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Three Tiers of Words
 Tier One – Basic words most likely used in everyday 


conversations chair, bed, happy, short
 Tier Two – General academic words that appear 


more frequently in written text than in speech 
concentrate, absurd, fortunate, relieved, dignity


 Tier Three – Less frequently used words usually 
limited to a specific content tundra, perimeter, 
constitution, genre


Tiers of Words is addressed in the Common Core State Standards for English 
Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical 
Subjects, Appendix A: Research Supporting Key Elements of the Standards, p.33.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

The Common Core explain Academic Vocabulary by referring to Beck, McKeown, and Kucan’s three tiers of words.  Review these three tiers of words.  Academic Vocabulary falls under Tiers two and three.  In order to get the most leverage from classroom instruction, deep focus should be provided for Tier 2.  If more information is needed, provide pages 32-35 of Appendix A from the Common Core State Standards for an in-depth understanding of academic vocabulary. 







Academic Vocabulary 
Instruction– Data Collection
These tools are suggestions for logging and 
tracking Academic Vocabulary Instruction:


• Classroom 
Walkthrough


• Academic 
Vocabulary 
Instructional Log
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Presentation Notes

An important step in implementing something new, is logging activity and tracking progress.  Without this data, a school will not be able to determine if the practice was implemented in such a way that made a difference for student outcomes.  A sample Academic Vocabulary Instruction log created in Google Forms is shown as a way to easily log and generate data for future decision-making.  In addition, an example of a Google Forms walkthrough tool to capture Academic Vocabulary is included.  This walkthrough tool is meant to be a non-evaluative, peer-to-peer activity.  Note that educator names are not listed on the walkthrough tool for this purpose.







Reflection
 Now that you’ve reviewed the three components 


(cultural proficiency, academic vocabulary 
instruction, and positive phone calls home) of an 
approach to close the achievement gap for 
marginalized populations, what are your reactions?  


 What questions come to mind when considering 
closing the achievement gap using these 
components? Jot those down.
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Presentation Notes

Reflect on the information that has been presented.  Facilitate a written or oral discussion of the three components to help participants react to the information just shared, identify their roles related to the initiative, and answer any questions associated with closing achievement gaps using these strategies.







Pre-Cultural Competence 
Self-Assessment


Complete the Cultural Competence 
Self-Assessment on pages 295-296 
from the book Cultural Proficiency:  
A Manual for School Leaders.
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Presentation Notes

To identify cultural proficiency growth it is helpful to begin the initiative by obtaining participant baseline of current perceptions of cultural proficiency.  Ask participants to complete the Cultural Competence Self-Assessment.  This tool can be transferred into a Google Form or Survey Monkey for ease of data collection.  You may consider asking participants to include the last five digits of their phone number or another form of unique identifier in this survey to offer some level of anonymity in case the tool is administered as a Post Self-Assessment at the end of the program.







Planning for Closing Achievement Gaps
As a team, please 
complete the 
Planning Template 
to prepare for your 
journey to close 
the achievement 
gaps through 
cultural proficiency.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

An optional activity would include creation of a plan for implementation of the initiative.  This document suggests a 90 day plan for implementation and prompts participants to identify a commitment, steps to be taken, goal and success identification for the components of the initiative.  Consider facilitating this activity with a small team of invested educators.
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Institutionalizing 
Cultural Knowledge


Train About Differences



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Officially welcome the participants.  Introduce yourself and any fellow facilitators.  Share that today’s work will focus on “Institutionalize Cultural Knowledge: Train About Differences,” the fifth and final essential element of Cultural Proficiency.   Note to facilitator(s):  this presentation will provide examples to address the essential element of “Institutionalize Cultural Knowledge” through the implementation of academic vocabulary instruction and positive phone calls home.







Outcomes
 Participants will…


 Understand what is meant by Institutionalize Cultural 
Knowledge as an essential element of cultural proficiency.


 Engage in an Academic Vocabulary activity through the lens 
of cultural proficiency by Institutionalize Cultural 
Knowledge.


 Engage in an activity about assumptions to support 
Institutionalize Cultural Knowledge when making 
Positive Phone Calls Home.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Share the three outcomes that participants will know and be able to do by the end of the session.  This may be modified if additional activities are included.







Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for 
School Leaders
Book Study:  Read page 130 - 131 
(Institutionalize Cultural Knowledge).
Reflection:
• Create/write a 30 second elevator 


speech about what is meant by 
assess culture.


• Deliver your speech to a colleague 
not seated near you.


Discuss:
• What differences and/or similarities 


were there in your speeches? 
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Book Study – Have participants take about 2 minutes to read the fifth essential element – Institutionalize Cultural Knowledge on pages 130-131.  Next have participants reflect of their reading by creating/writing a 30 second elevator speech about what is meant by Institutionalize Cultural Knolwedge.  Have participants share/deliver their speeches to colleagues that they’re not seated next near as this provides movement to the learning environment.  Finally, bring the group back together and share how similar or different their speeches were.    







Institutionalize Cultural Knowledge:
Academic Vocabulary Activity
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Institutionalize Cultural Knowledge through 
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Your Task
 In teams of 3-4, create a compelling 


presentation that answers the question:
Why is Cultural Proficiency important?


1. Incorporate the academic vocabulary terms 
provided.


2. Create a skit, song, poem, or powerful 
demonstration.  Use your imagination!


 You will have 15 minutes to prepare for a 
3 minute presentation.
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Academic 
Vocabulary 
Terms:
Consider
Suggest
Observe
Evidence
Insist
Precedent



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Through this vocabulary instruction activity, participants will explore concepts of cultural proficiency that need to be integrated into the school policies, practices, and procedures.  Often there are implicit biases and practices that go unspoken that change the dynamics of an organization.  In an attempt to recap the four other essential elements, participants will create an original and compelling presentation that answers the question “Why is Cultural Proficiency important?”  Post the list of vocabulary terms.  Provide directions for the task to encourage participants to create an imaginative presentation to address the question “why is cultural proficiency important?”  Refer back to the book study lessons for additional support.  Provide props and art materials to encourage creativity.Allow teams of 3-4 people 15-20 minutes to create a 3 minute compelling skit, song, poem, or powerful demonstration.  Teams will share their presentations.  Facilitators be prepared to record the presentations for future viewing.







Institutionalize Cultural Knowledge through 
Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Discussion/Reflection:
 How did attending to the academic vocabulary 


terms affect your conversation and presentation?
 How can you assess culture, value diversity, 


manage differences, and adapt to diversity so that 
it becomes part of the school/classroom culture?


 How might you convey the meaning “institutionalize 
cultural knowledge” to your colleagues?
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Use these questions as a discussion starter for the whole group.







Institutionalize Cultural Proficiency
Review Table 8.2 on page 132.
Reflection:
• What responsibilities do you have in 


order to institutionalize cultural 
proficiency in your organization?


Discuss:
• What are next steps as your 


organization moves forward to embed 
cultural proficiency as an integral part 
of its culture? (academics & 
climate/culture)
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Use this slide and the reflection/discussion questions as a way to be reflective of the intentional ways to embed cultural proficiency within the organization as “the way we do business.”







Institutionalize
Cultural Knowledge:


Positive Phone Calls Home







Institutionalizing Cultural Knowledge 
through Positive Phone Calls Home
Creating family and student focus groups is one way to 
institutionalize cultural knowledge in the school building.  
In small groups, consider forming either a student/family, 
student, or family focus group.
 What is the purpose of the group?
 What information or feedback might you want from the


group?
 Draft an agenda for the focus group
 Draft an invitation to family members or students to


attend the focus group.
 Discuss a timeframe for bringing the focus group


together.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

To increase two-way communication, prepare participants to organize a focus group of family members, students, or both.  Use the steps to foster development of a plan for communicating to families and students about the focus group.
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